
CAN MARINA
LOCATION San Juan/Sant Miguel
RENTAL PRICE RANGE TBC
BEDROOMS 4
SLEEPS 8
SIZE 70,000m2 land
AVAILABLE Mixed
BOOKING CONDITIONS 
25 July - 5 September Saturday - Saturday, minimum 7 nights. 
Rest of year weekends only
DAMAGE DEPOSIT Dependant on booking 

 

EVENTS AT CAN MARINA
EVENT FEE Inlcuded

DINING CAPACITY 80
END TIME 00:00 outside

EVENT VILLAS - CAN MARINA



info@cardamomevents.com

CAN MARINA



DESCRIPTION
Can Marina is a traditional finca, rurally situated in the northern hills between Sant 
Joan and Sant Miquel, with a distant sea view and splendid sunsets. The finca reaches 
out over 22 acres, from the meadows in the valley to the forests on the top. The house 
lies halfway up hill, surrounded by ancient, walled terraces, with Mediterranean plants 
and fruit trees. A holiday in Can Marina  will meet all needs and wishes in quality. Still 
it is like stepping into an unbroken chain of time, it calms the mind, slows the heart 
and opens up the soul to here and now. There is unbroken continuity. All is well. The 
ultimate carefree Ibiza Experience!!
Over the last decade the finca has been renovated authentically blending in all modern 
comfort. A new wing and a detached guesthouse (casita) were added to a living space 
of over 500m2. Hidden in the surroundings at the edge of the forest, there is another 
500m2 of top design pool terraces, with swimming pool, children’s pool, Jacuzzi and 
imposing waterfall overlooked by a traditional pavilion with outdoor kitchen.. A view 
over the infinite waterline reaches from the hills of Sant Miquel over to the shores of 
the Mediterranean Sea. 

Features
Jacuzzi / Hot tub, Log fire, Internet access, DVD player, Sea view SwimminPrivate 
outdoor pool (unheated), Childrens pool EquippedTV, Video player, CD player, Safe, 
Satellite TV, Wi-fi available Standard:Kettle, Toaster, Iron, Hair dryer Utilities:Clothes 
dryer, Dishwasher, Cooker, Microwave, Fridge, Freezer, Washing machinRooms:8 
Bedrooms, 5 bathrooms of which 1 family bathroom, 3 en suites and 1 shower 
roFurniture:Sofabeds (1), Single beds (4), Double beds (5), Cots (2), Dining seating for 
18, LoOutdoors:Private outdoor pool (unheated), Balcony / Terrace, Private garden, 
BBQ Access:Wheelchair friendly, Parking space

CLOSEBY
Beach: 20 minutes drive to any coast
Restaurants: Macao, Bambuddha, Nagai, Cicale
Supermarket: Short car journey
Ibiza town/airport: 20 minutes drive

TRANSPORT & PARKING
Private parking available at villa
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